Take the guesswork
out of NGS library prep
Selection guide for Collibri library prep kits

Learn more at thermofisher.com/collibri

Next-generation
sequencing (NGS)
continues to evolve at a
rapid pace, offering new
ways to unlock insights
and advance global health

Learn more at thermofisher.com/collibri

The research community is applying these evolving

All recommendations in this guide are compatible with Illumina

sequencing methods in areas such as food security, viral

systems. We welcome your feedback, suggestions, and ideas.

evolution, and therapeutic developments to treat cancer and
genomic conditions.

Together, we can find an approach to help move your research
forward.

This selection guide can be used in two ways:
1. Identify recommendations for NGS library prep kits and
workflow accessories for a specific project.
2. Browse the guide to discover new ways to gain insights from
sequencing data generated on an Illumina™ NGS system.

Enabling links in this guide
Some users will need to change their PDF reader security
settings to enable URL links in this guide. For instructions,
go to page 32.
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This NGS selection guide offers two search pathways to identify
the library prep kit that best matches your project goals
A search that begins with “starting material” will allow you to

such as investigating gene expression or researching

explore the available options for your DNA or RNA sample. A

infectious diseases. Each pathway will offer you several

search that begins with “Application” will allow you to choose

choices to quickly identify the recommended solution.

the library prep kit that matches your research objectives,

Starting material

Application
Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

/ Starting material

Search by starting material
Library preparation options for NGS on Illumina systems often begin with the starting material.
Is the sample composed of DNA or RNA? While investigation of proteins is a long-term goal
of NGS systems, the current options typically begin with DNA or RNA and are refined from
that starting point.

What is your starting material for library prep?

The quality and
purity of starting
DNA or RNA
can impact the
success of library
preparation.
Our experienced sample prep
professionals are here to help
with application support,
method development, or any
other questions you might
have about your sample

DNA

RNA

prep.
Please contact
techservices@thermofisher.com

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more
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The state of DNA
DNA sample

Fragmentation
and dA-tailing

Adapter ligation

P5 Index 1
P7 Index 2

T

P5 Index 1

T

P7 Index 2

NGS has become
ubiquitous in the
investigation of disease at
the molecular level.
This technology involves millions of nucleic acid strands
being read in parallel, one base at a time. Over the past
10 years, DNA sequencing systems have evolved from
instruments with a throughput of several megabases per
day to instruments with a throughput of terabases per day.

Overview of the library preparation process.

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

P5 Index 1

Index 2 P7

P7 Index 2

Index 1 P5

This expansion has required development of technologies to
improve the speed, ease of use, and scalability of methods
for the production of NGS libraries.

/ Starting material / DNA / Project goal

How do I choose a DNA sequencing method?
Modern NGS library prep kits are optimized for specific applications
with the flexibility needed for innovation. The best approach is to select
the library prep kit that matches your project goals.

What is the primary goal of your DNA sequencing project?

Best genomic coverage
(I want to see all bases in my sequencing data)

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

Maximal yield

I’m not sure
(Help me choose)

/ Starting material / DNA / Project goal / I’m not sure

How to choose
a whole-genome
DNA sequencing
technology
Two common methods are used to fragment DNA: physical
shearing and enzymatic shearing. The choice of using physically
sheared (PS) DNA or enzymatically sheared (ES) DNA for
NGS depends on several factors, including the amount of
nucleic acid available, the equipment available, and budgetary

PCR-free input
Input
Lowest GC bias

and enzymatic shearing?
Find the answers to your
questions in this technical
application note.

Collibri DNA library preparation kits

Summary
• Two methods are employed for the fragmentation of
DNA prior to preparation of libraries for next-generation
sequencing on Illumina™ systems: physical shearing and
enzymatic shearing
• Physical shearing is the most widely adopted method
as it provides superior coverage of challenging genomic
regions and consistent insert size
• Enzymatic shearing methods are highly scalable
and require lower input amounts for PCR-free
library generation
Introduction
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has become ubiquitous
in the investigation of disease at the molecular level. The
technology involves millions of nucleic acid strands being
read in parallel, one base at a time. Over the past 10 years,
DNA sequencing systems have evolved from instruments
with a throughput of several megabases per day to
instruments with a throughput of terabases per day. This
expansion has required development of technologies to
improve the speed, ease of use, and scalability of methods
for the production of NGS libraries.

Preparing nucleic acids for NGS systems involves a
multistep library construction process (Figure 1). In the
general workflow, the nucleic acid of interest is harvested,
purified, fragmented, end-repaired, and A-tailed. Adapters
are then ligated, and the libraries are cleaned, quantitated,
normalized, and loaded onto a flow cell.
Two common methods are used to fragment DNA:
physical shearing and enzymatic shearing. The choice of
method depends on several factors, including the amount
of nucleic acid available, the equipment available, and any
budgetary restrictions.
Physical shearing uses shear force to break the covalent
bonds that connect DNA together. When both strands
are broken, the DNA is fragmented into smaller pieces.
Methods that create shear force include sonication,
nebulization, and focused acoustic shearing [1,2].
Sonication generates ultrasonic waves that disrupt the
covalent bonds; however, this method requires large
amounts of sample and can result in loss of nucleic acid,
which makes it unpopular for fragmentation. Nebulization
creates shear force by using compressed gas to force
a nucleic acid solution through a small hole, where
the nucleic acid is collected after being sheared to a
homogeneous size. This method can result in significant
loss of starting material and is no longer commonly used.

1–1,000 ng

1–500 ng

•

All

PCR-free assay time

1.5 hr

1.5 hr

Assay time

2.75 hr

2.5 hr

PCR-free hands-on time

0.5 hr

0.5 hr

1 hr

1 hr

Species supported

TECHNICAL NOTE

100 ng

All

(UDIs) are available for both fragmentation strategies.

DNA fragmentation strategies for next-generation
sequencing library preparation

500 ng

Enzymatic shearing

DNA shearing method

choosing between physical

Invitrogen™ Collibri™ ES DNA Library
Prep Kits for Illumina™ Systems

Physical shearing (e.g., Covaris™ sonicator)

restrictions (Table). PCR-free protocols and unique dual indexes

Have more questions about

Invitrogen™ Collibri™ PS DNA Library
Prep Kits for Illumina™ Systems

Hands-on time
Target insert size

350–550 bp

All components included

•

•

Visual feedback

•

•

Product comparison.

Download

Figure 1. Overview of the library preparation process.

Explore DNA library prep kit options at thermofisher.com/collibriDNA

View performance data

View performance data

/ Starting material / DNA / Project goal / Best genomic coverage

Choosing a library prep kit to obtain the most
consistently even coverage of the genome
Reduce bias in genomic interpretation

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri DNA library preparation kits

Impact of GC bias on library preparation
Summary
• The proper representation of GC-rich and GC-poor
regions is important to understanding the scientific
validity of next-generation sequencing (NGS) results.

Coverage of challenging regions by the Invitrogen Collibri
™

™

PCR-Free Physically Sheared (PS) DNA Library Prep
Kits for Illumina™ Systems or the Invitrogen™ Collibri™

• PCR amplification in library preparation is often the cause
of over- or underrepresenting regions with extreme GC
content [1].

Challenging region:
“bad promoters”

• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ PS DNA Library Prep Kit for
Illumina™ sequencers shows balanced GC amplification
with minimal loss of GC-rich regions.

Challenging region:
75% GC

Exon coverage

Introduction
NGS is becoming a key approach for investigating the
molecular basis of diseases because of its sensitivity and
specificity. One of the challenges of using NGS is the
need for equal coverage of all of the diverse regions in the
human genome, especially in regions of extreme GC or AT
content. These regions are particularly important because
they contain many regulatory elements. To overcome the
challenge of appropriate representation, the selection of
NGS library preparation materials that accurately cover
these difficult regions is crucial.

Preparing nucleic acids for NGS instruments involves
a multistep library construction process. In the general
workflow, the nucleic acid of interest is harvested, purified,
fragmented, end-repaired, and A-tailed; adapters are
then ligated, and the libraries are cleaned up, quantitated,
normalized, and loaded onto a sequencer (Figure 1).
PCR-free library preparation protocols are usually the
preferred method to create libraries that cover the extremes
in GC and AT content [1-3]. The main shortcoming of
PCR-free libraries is that they require a large amount of
starting material, which, in many cases, is not available with
precious or highly degraded samples. In these cases, the
use of PCR amplification is often required because of the
limited amount of starting material. Numerous factors need
to be considered to achieve balanced library coverage;
these factors can include the PCR enzyme and master mix
used, the number of PCR cycles and conditions, and any
PCR additives that may be used. Selecting materials that
suit the specific needs of the researcher is important.

Physically Sheared (PS) DNA Library Prep Kits for
Illumina™ Systems is consistently even among

Figure 1. Overview of the Collibri PS DNA library preparation process.
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sequencing compared to older library prep methods from
Illumina™, NEB™, or Kapa Biosystems™ kits. All components,
including shearing enzymes, indexed adapters, amplification
master mix (if relevant), and cleanup beads, are included for
convenience and performance. Unique dual indexes (UDIs)
are available for 24 or 96 reactions to filter index-hopped
reads on patterned flow cells.

Enhanced coverage of challenging regions, even
from FFPE samples
Consistently even GC coverage produces higher coverage of
difficult genomic regions, resulting in more even whole-genome
coverage (Figure). Enhanced coverage of challenging genomic
regions is consistent from 1 to 1,000 ng.
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Find the answers
to your questions
in this technical

Comparison between kits of normalized coverage of challenging
regions. 100 ng of Horizon™ moderate damage FFPE DNA was
converted to sequencing libraries using the manufacturerrecommended protocols and sequenced on an Illumina™
NovaSeq™ 6000 system with a 2 x 150 bp read length. Resulting
pass filter (PF) reads were normalized to 186M reads.

View data sets or request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibriPSdna

Collibri PS DNA Library Prep Kit

application note.

Illumina TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit
KAPA HyperPrep Kit
NEBNext Ultra II Library Prep Kit
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/ Starting material / DNA / Project goal / Maximal yield

Choosing a library prep kit to maximize
final yield of whole-genome libraries
APPLICATION NOTE

Improve library generation with high yields and strong

dual indexes (UDIs) are available for 24 or 96 reactions to filter

coverage of biologically important genes with the Invitrogen™

index-hopped reads on patterned flow cells.

Introduction
The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) has quickly become
one of the biggest global public health concerns of the
modern era. The virus can cause severe respiratory
illness and exhibits a wide range of symptoms. In older
individuals, the threat of disease onset can be serious,
especially when underlying medical issues exist [1]. The
scientific community has rallied to research this threat and
better understand viral function and disease mechanisms.

Collibri™ PCR-Free Enzymatically Sheared (ES) DNA
Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems or the Invitrogen
™

™

Collibri ES DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems

Optimized protocol for sequencing the
SARS-CoV-2 genome

Genomic sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 can enable tracking
of global transmission and better understanding of viral
mechanisms. Faster and more sensitive analysis of the
SARS-CoV-2 genome and mutations can be realized
through next-generation sequencing (NGS). NGS provides
a hypothesis-free method of infectious disease detection
and offers insights into both the host and pathogen.

The Collibri PCR-Free ES DNA Kit is optimized to convert

Collibri™ ES DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina™ Systems.

100 ng of DNA to a sufficient amount of library to perform

All components, including shearing enzymes, indexed

quantification and more than two runs on an Illumina™

adapters, amplification master mix (if relevant), and cleanup

NovaSeq™ system. Resulting libraries contain fewer chimeric

beads are included for convenience and performance. Unique

reads than older library prep technology (Figure).

This application note describes a workflow solution for
NGS library preparation of SARS-CoV-2 samples using
the Invitrogen™ Collibri™ ES DNA Library Prep Kit for
Illumina™ Systems with Unique Dual (UD) Indexes,
from purification of total RNA to library quantification and
sequencing (Figure 1).

Purification

cDNA synthesis

Methods
Samples
Samples were obtained with consent from the Santara
Clinics Biobank in Lithuania. Each sample represents
a unique donor. The presence of SARS-CoV-2 within
biobank samples was confirmed by Ct values of 17–23 prior
to sequencing.
Purification of total RNA
Total RNA was extracted from bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL) clinical specimens. The Applied Biosystems™
MagMAX™ Viral/Pathogen Nucleic Acid Isolation
Kits are recommended for sample purification. After
lysing BAL samples, RNA was purified according to the
standard protocol.
cDNA synthesis
Each RNA sample (10 µL) was reverse-transcribed into
cDNA using the Invitrogen™ SuperScript™ IV VILO™
Master Mix and Thermo Scientific™ Second Strand
cDNA Synthesis Kit. The standard protocols for the kits
were used.

Library generation

Enrichment
(optional)

Library quantification
and sequencing

Figure 1. NGS workflow for SARS-CoV-2 samples.
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500 ng
Collibri PCR-Free ES DNA Library Prep Kit

KAPA HyperPrep Kit

View data sets or request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibriESdna

100 ng

500 ng

Comparison of library yield
and percentage of chimeric
reads between kits. Coriell
NA12878 DNA was converted
to sequencing libraries
using the manufacturerrecommended PCR-free
protocols, and concentration
was measured using the
Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Library
Quantification Kit. Libraries
were sequenced on an Illumina
NovaSeq 6000 System.

using the Collibri ES
DNA Library Prep Kits
is available to improve
coverage and variant
detection for SARS-CoV-2
and other viral samples.
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/ Starting material / RNA

The state of RNA
RNA sequencing
(RNA-Seq) is a powerful
and comprehensive
method for analyzing the
cellular transcriptome.

Selecting the best library prep kit depends on your RNA-Seq project goals.
What is the primary goal of your project?

This technique enables the qualitative and quantitative
examination of multiple types of RNA in biological samples
at specific time points. Applications for RNA-Seq are wideranging, from basic research on cellular structure and function
to the analysis of various disease states in clinical samples.
For example, gene expression patterns can be compared
before and after therapeutic interventions for the presence of
a disease. Posttranscriptional modifications and exon–intron
boundaries can also be determined with RNA-Seq. The data
obtained can provide valuable insights into basic cellular
mechanisms, genome structures, disease-induced effects,
and more[1].

I want
complete
transcriptome
information
• Most complete
understanding of
phenotype
• Detect coding and
noncoding RNA
• Gene expression
• Gene and transcript
abundance
• Biomarker identification

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

I want to
understand
protein-coding
RNAs
• Detect coding RNA
• Gene expression

I want to study
changes in
gene expression

I’m not sure
(Help me choose)

1. Hrdlickova R, Toloue M, Tian B (2017) RNA-Seq methods for
transcriptome analysis. Wiley Interdiscip Rev RNA 8(1).

/ Starting material / RNA / I’m not sure

How do I choose an RNA sequencing method?
What is the primary goal of your RNA-Seq project?
Modern NGS library prep kits are optimized for specific
applications with the flexibility needed for innovation. The

I want to maximize the

I want to

I want to

best approach is to select the library prep kit that matches

transcriptome information

understand

study changes

your project goals and type of sample (Table).

obtained from my samples, and

protein-coding

in gene

I have at least 100 ng of total RNA

RNA activity

expression

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit

Choosing between total RNA-Seq
and mRNA-Seq
Summary
• The experimental objective should dictate the choice
of RNA-Seq method: whole-transcriptome vs.
gene expression
• Total RNA-Seq offers the most comprehensive wholetranscriptome analysis
• mRNA-Seq is ideal if the research is focused only on the
coding region and limited amounts of starting material
are available
Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) is a powerful and
comprehensive method for analyzing the cellular
transcriptome. This technique enables the qualitative
and quantitative examination of multiple types of RNA in
biological samples at specific time points. Applications for
RNA-Seq are wide ranging, from basic research on cellular
structure and function to the analysis of various disease
states in clinical samples. For example, gene expression
patterns can be compared before and after therapeutic
interventions for the presence of a disease. Alternative
splicing patterns, post-transcriptional modifications, and
exon–intron boundaries can also be determined with
RNA-Seq. The data obtained can provide valuable insights
into basic cellular mechanisms, genome structures,
disease-induced effects, and more [1].
The RNA-Seq process revolves around the construction
of a complementary DNA (cDNA) library to be used for
sequencing. Library construction begins with the isolation

Comparison of
RNA-Seq methods.
Applications

3' mRNA sequencing
• Gene expression

mRNA sequencing
•
•
•
•

Detect coding RNA
Gene expression
Gene fusions
Transcript isoforms

Whether total RNA or mRNA sequencing should be used is
determined by the objective of the experiment, as several
important differences exist between the methods. Total
RNA sequencing (also known as whole-transcriptome
sequencing) is the most comprehensive approach and
typically involves sequencing all of the RNA molecules,
both coding and noncoding. However, in this technical
note, total RNA-Seq refers to the sequencing of RNA
that has been depleted of ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which
represents the majority of RNA molecules (Table 1). Total
RNA, when originally isolated, is composed of multiple
RNA species, including rRNA, precursor messenger RNA
(pre-mRNA), messenger RNA (mRNA), and several types
of noncoding RNA (ncRNA), such as transfer RNA (tRNA),
microRNA (miRNA), and long ncRNA (lncRNA; transcripts
longer than 200 nucleotides not translated into protein) [1].
The removal of rRNA in the total RNA-Seq procedure
results in improved sequencing data that enables the
characterization of these diverse non-rRNA species.

Whole-transcriptome sequencing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most complete understanding of phenotype
Detect coding and noncoding RNA
Gene expression
Alternative gene expression
Gene and transcript abundance
Biomarker identification

Reads per sample (millions)

2–5

30

60

Hands-on time (hours)

1.75

1.5

3.5

Total time (hours)

4.5

4.5

6.5

Input range

100 pg–500 ng *

1–25 ng **

100–1,000 ng

FFPE compatible

Yes

Yes

Yes

Species compatibility

Human

All

Human, mouse, rat

*Inputs of >200 ng are recommended for efficient detection of low-abundance transcripts

Explore RNA sequencing options at thermofisher.com/collibriRNA

of cellular RNA, followed by quality control measures
to determine RNA integrity. Afterwards, a depletion or
selection strategy may be chosen to enrich the library
for the RNA species of interest. RNA is then reversetranscribed into cDNA before sequencing. Typically,
DNA is the actual molecule being sequenced—not
RNA, as the “RNA-Seq” name might imply—although
recent advances have made direct sequencing of RNA
commercially feasible [2].

Choosing between
whole-transcriptome
sequencing and mRNA
sequencing?
Learn which types
of RNAs are retained
within the sequencing
data for each option.

** rRNA-depleted or mRNA-enriched RNA

Download

/ Starting material / RNA / I want complete transcriptome information

Choosing a library prep kit to achieve the most
complete understanding of a phenotype
When performing whole-transcriptome sequencing, achieve

Which type of sample will you investigate using whole-transcriptome sequencing?

the most complete understanding of sample phenotype with
a unique technology that adds partial adapters directly to
RNA to retain small RNA, coding RNA, and noncoding RNA,
and makes it possible to sequence the entire transcriptome.
Sequencing data represent original sample complexity to
provide the most complete understanding of the sample
phenotype. Applications that make use of transcriptome data
generated by the Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library
Prep Kits for Illumina™ Systems include:
• Studies requiring the most complete understanding of
phenotype
• Detection of coding and noncoding RNA
• Gene expression analysis
• Studies of gene and transcript abundance
• Biomarker identification

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

Human, mouse, or rat

Plant or bacteria

/ Starting material / RNA / I want complete transcriptome information / Human/mouse/rat

Choosing a library prep kit to achieve the most
complete understanding of human, mouse, and rat
sample complexity
TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina

Revealing the diverse functional roles of
noncoding RNA

Retain human, mouse, and rat sample complexity

Summary
• Many types of noncoding RNAs exist, such as ribosomal
RNA, transfer RNA, long noncoding RNA, and a variety
of microRNAs
• Noncoding RNAs can have important biological
functions in gene regulation and disease development,
yet the roles of the majority of noncoding RNAs remain
largely unknown

Achieve the most complete understanding of sample phenotype

The Collibri Stranded RNA

transcriptome (Figure).

and random oligonucleotide

with a unique technology that adds partial adapters directly to

Library Prep Kit for Illumina

Retention of both coding

sequences are not

RNA to retain small RNA, coding RNA, and noncoding RNA,

Systems with H/M/R rRNA

and noncoding RNA occurs

incorporated into cDNA,

and makes it possible to sequence the entire transcriptome.

Depletion Kit uses a unique

because cDNA priming is

preventing false SNPs and

Sequencing data represent original sample complexity to provide

protocol that retains the full

not affected by GC content

point mutations.

• Whole-transcriptome sequencing provides a
comprehensive analysis to identify and explore the
function of noncoding RNAs
Introduction
A total RNA sample is composed of multiple types of
transcripts, including coding and noncoding RNAs.
Messenger RNA (mRNA), the coding portion of total
RNA, accounts for only about 1–4% of the total RNA
population, and the remainder is generally considered to
be noncoding. Noncoding RNA (ncRNA) is defined as RNA
that is not translated into protein, and there are many types
of ncRNA with a variety of biological functions [1] (Figure 1).
These types include ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA
(tRNA), long ncRNA (lncRNA; transcripts longer than 200
nucleotides not translated into protein), and many smaller
ncRNAs such as microRNA (miRNA), small nuclear RNA
(snRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), piwi-interacting
RNA (piRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), and small
Cajal body–specific RNA (scaRNA). A DNA sequence

encoding an ncRNA is often called an “RNA gene”. The
relative amounts of the different types of ncRNAs vary
greatly among species and cell types. Most prevalent is
rRNA, which typically accounts for 80–95% of the total
RNA population. The remainder of ncRNAs are present
in much smaller amounts, and thus may require larger
samples or enrichment procedures in order to acquire
enough material to study. Currently, thousands of ncRNAs
have been identified, and it is thought that there are many
more yet to be discovered [1].

Cytoplasm
rRNA
mRNA

RNA

pre-mRNA

ncRNA

Short

Nucleus

pseudogene

ncRNAs

miRNA
piRNA
siRNA

snoRNA

circRNA

IncRNA

tRNA

IncRNAs

Figure 1. Types of noncoding RNA and their respective locations
within a typical eukaryotic cell.

the most complete understanding of the sample phenotype.
Depletion reagents to remove ribosomal RNA (rRNA) from

NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA

KAPA RNA HyperPrep Kit with RiboErase

Why are regulatory

human, mouse, and rat samples are included. Applications that

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit with rRNA Depletion Kit

Illumina TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Gold

genes valuable for

make use of transcriptome data generated by the Invitrogen

gaining insights into

™

Coding reads

Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina™
Systems with H/M/R rRNA Depletion Kit include:

• Detection of coding and noncoding RNA
• Gene expression analysis
• Studies of gene and transcript abundance

83
82
81
80
79
78
77

• Biomarker discovery

Noncoding or misc reads (%)

phenotype

84

Coding reads (%)

• Studies requiring the most complete understanding of

Noncoding reads

cancer, infectious

14

diseases, and other

12

biological processes?

10

Learn about the diverse

8

functional roles of

6

noncoding RNA and

4

how they may influence

2

human health.

0

non-coding

misc

Sensitive detection of coding and noncoding RNA to retain the full transcriptome. 100 ng of universal
human reference RNA (UHRR) was converted to libraries following the manufacturer-recommend
protocols and sequenced on an Illumina™ HiSeq™ 4000 system. Pass filter (PF) reads were normalized to
45M reads and analyzed for biotype content using the Quality of RNA-Seq Toolset (QoRTs).

View data sets or request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibriWTrna
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/ Starting material / RNA / I want complete transcriptome information / Plant or bacteria

Choosing a library prep kit to achieve the most
complete understanding of plant and bacterial
sample complexity
Retain plant and bacterial transcriptome diversity
TECHNICAL NOTE

Following ribosomal RNA (rRNA) depletion with your choice

Whole-transcriptome library preparation from plant and bacterial

of technology, achieve the most complete understanding of

samples is a two-step process (Figure).

Summary
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina produces libraries that are >98% stranded
• The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit increases
confidence in genetic allele assignment due to the high
fidelity of strand-specific results

sample phenotype with a unique technology that adds partial
adapters directly to RNA to retain small RNA, coding RNA, and

Step 1:
rRNA depletion

noncoding RNA and makes it possible to sequence the entire
transcriptome. Sequencing data represent original sample

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit

How strandedness is maintained during
library preparation

Step 2:
library generation

Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data are growing in
importance for the understanding of disease onset and
progression. Over the past several years, RNA-Seq has
become the preferred method for better understanding
the dynamic nature of gene expression and gene profiling.
The abilities to detect which strand of the genome is
encoding the gene transcript and to differentiate between
two distinct alleles encoded on opposite strands of the
genome are highly valuable. Stranded RNA-Seq has been
shown to more accurately quantify the expression levels
of thousands of genes than other metods [1]; very few

methods can match the ability of RNA-Seq to provide
a detailed and quantitative view of strand specificity,
alternative gene splicing, and gene fusions.
Even though RNA-Seq has become ubiquitous in the
study of the molecular basis for disease, the process
remains challenging. The general workflow for preparing
an RNA sample for sequencing depends on the goal
of the experiment. Two primary methods, based on (1)
whole-transcriptome RNA and (2) messenger RNA (mRNA)
present in the sample at the time of collection, have
emerged. RNA is harvested from samples such as tissue,
cell culture, or blood under the appropriate experimental
conditions and depleted of abundant sequences such as
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) if whole-transcriptome RNA-Seq
is required. If selection of mRNA is desired, then poly(A)
mRNA is selected using oligo(dT) enrichment. Following
depletion or selection, the resulting RNA is converted into a
sequencing library (Figure 1).

RNA
P

OH

Simultaneous ligation of 5ʹ and 3ʹ helper adaptors in a directional manner
5ʹ helper adaptor

3ʹ helper adaptor

Reverse transcription
RNA fragment
cDNA

RT Primer

PCR amplification introducing full-length sequencing adaptors compatible with Illumina systems

complexity to provide the most complete understanding of the

i5 Illumina adaptor

i7 Illumina adaptor

Figure 1. The Collibri protocol generates libraries directly from RNA, rather than from cDNA,
for a more accurate representation of sample complexity.

sample phenotype. Applications that make use of transcriptome
data generated by the Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA
How is strandedness

Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems include:

maintained during this

• Studies requiring the most complete understanding of

unique workflow?

phenotype

Learn how helper

• Coding and noncoding RNA detection
• Gene expression analysis
• Gene and transcript abundance studies

adapters become
RiboMinus
Bacteria 2.0
Transcriptome
Isolation Kit

RiboMinus
Plant Kit for
RNA-Seq

Collibri
Stranded RNA
Library Prep Kit for
Illumina Systems

full-length indexed
adapters during library
generation.

• Biomarker identification
Recommended products for rRNA depletion and library preparation from plant and bacterial samples.
In step 1, rRNA is depleted using your kit of choice. We recommend using an Invitrogen™ RiboMinus™ kit
for highly efficient rRNA depletion. In step 2, RNA sample complexity is retained during library generation by
using the Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems.

View data sets or request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibri_plant_bacteria_rnaseq

Download

/ Starting material / RNA / I want to understand protein-coding RNAs

Choosing a library prep kit to study proteincoding RNA and changes in gene expression
If the research goal is to focus primarily on the coding
region, mRNA-Seq represents the best choice

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit

How strandedness is maintained during
library preparation
Summary
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina produces libraries that are >98% stranded

The mRNA-Seq protocol uses a selection method to enrich

• The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit increases
confidence in genetic allele assignment due to the high
fidelity of strand-specific results

for RNA with a poly(A) tail. mRNA represents only a small

Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data are growing in
importance for the understanding of disease onset and
progression. Over the past several years, RNA-Seq has
become the preferred method for better understanding
the dynamic nature of gene expression and gene profiling.
The abilities to detect which strand of the genome is
encoding the gene transcript and to differentiate between
two distinct alleles encoded on opposite strands of the
genome are highly valuable. Stranded RNA-Seq has been
shown to more accurately quantify the expression levels
of thousands of genes than other metods [1]; very few

RNA

percentage of the total RNA molecules, so enrichment

methods can match the ability of RNA-Seq to provide
a detailed and quantitative view of strand specificity,
alternative gene splicing, and gene fusions.
Even though RNA-Seq has become ubiquitous in the
study of the molecular basis for disease, the process
remains challenging. The general workflow for preparing
an RNA sample for sequencing depends on the goal
of the experiment. Two primary methods, based on (1)
whole-transcriptome RNA and (2) messenger RNA (mRNA)
present in the sample at the time of collection, have
emerged. RNA is harvested from samples such as tissue,
cell culture, or blood under the appropriate experimental
conditions and depleted of abundant sequences such as
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) if whole-transcriptome RNA-Seq
is required. If selection of mRNA is desired, then poly(A)
mRNA is selected using oligo(dT) enrichment. Following
depletion or selection, the resulting RNA is converted into a
sequencing library (Figure 1).

RNA
P

for RNA with a poly(A) tail prior to library generation is the

OH

Simultaneous ligation of 5ʹ and 3ʹ helper adaptors in a directional manner
5ʹ helper adaptor

3ʹ helper adaptor

Reverse transcription
RNA fragment

most efficient and cost-effective procedure if it meets the

cDNA

RT Primer

PCR amplification introducing full-length sequencing adaptors compatible with Illumina systems

i5 Illumina adaptor

overall experimental goals. Following enrichment using the
Dynabeads mRNA DIRECT Purification Kit or similar

Simultaneous ligation of 5´ and 3´ helper adapters in a directional manner
5´ helper adapters

i7 Illumina adaptor

Figure 1. The Collibri protocol generates libraries directly from RNA, rather than from cDNA,
for a more accurate representation of sample complexity.

3´ helper adapters

enrichment kit, a quick 4.5-hour protocol using the Collibri

How is strandedness

Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems

Reverse transcription
RNA fragment

generates high-quality libraries that are compatible with any

maintained during this
unique workflow?

Illumina NGS system. This kit is suitable for studies to discover
gene fusions and alternative transcript isoforms.

cDNA

RT primer

Learn how helper
adapters become

Retain transcriptome diversity

PCR amplification introducing full-length Illumina-compatible sequencing adapters

adapters during library

The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina
Systems uses a unique protocol in which adapters are added

full-length indexed
generation.

i5 Illumina adapter

i7 Illumina adapter

directly to RNA (Figure). The full transcriptome is retained
because cDNA priming is not affected by GC content and
random oligonucleotide sequences are not incorporated into
cDNA, preventing false SNPs and point mutations.

Request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibrimRNA

Sequence the entire transcriptome for improved library complexity. Partial adapters, also known
as helper adapters, are ligated directly to single-stranded RNA prior to creation of cDNA. Full-length
indexed adapters are generated during PCR.
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/ Starting material / RNA / I want to study changes in gene expression

Choosing a library prep kit to
study gene expression
If the research goal is to
study gene expression,
3´ mRNA sequencing
provides the lowest-cost
sequencing option

Ideal for samples ranging from 100 pg to 500 ng of total RNA,
the Invitrogen™ Collibri™ 3´ mRNA Library Prep Kits for
Illumina™ Systems capture the 3´ end of transcripts, enabling
gene expression studies from as little as 2 million reads per
sample, compared to 60 million reads for whole-transcriptome
sequencing or 30 million reads for mRNA sequencing.
Ribosomal depletion is not required for this method, and the
Collibri 3´ mRNA kit contains an mRNA enrichment module.
Globin-depletion reagents are available for projects that
involve human blood samples.

Highest sensitivity for lowabundance transcripts
Suitable for high-quality
total RNA
Suitable for degraded RNA

Ultralow input
(100 pg–1 ng)

Low input
(1 ng–200 ng)

Standard input
(200 ng–500 ng)

No

No

Yes

Yes
May experience some
loss of detection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unlock gene expression insights. Using only 2–5 million reads
on any Illumina NGS system, study gene expression from lowinput or low-quality total RNA samples or low-expression genes.
For accurate quantitation of input RNA, we recommend using the
Invitrogen™ Qubit™ RNA BR Assay Kit.

Request a sample at thermofisher.com/collibri3mRNA

What sample will you study?
Any organism
• Tissue
• Cells

Human blood

• Lysate
• FFPE

Flexible design accommodates all project goals
Each project is unique, so your library prep kit must
accommodate various experimental conditions. The Collibri 3´
mRNA Library Prep Kits for Illumina Systems are compatible
with a wide range of sample quality and input (Figure ).

/ Starting material / NGS

NGS
As a means to unlock the
power of the genome, NGS
is used in an increasing
number of applications
ranging from food security
to advancing human
health and monitoring
viral evolution.

One application that has become increasingly prevalent is the use of liquid biopsies for research to
investigate potential biomarkers within genetic material from tumors circulating in peripheral blood.
Elevated levels of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) or circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in peripheral blood are
common with many cancers, due to the increased rate of apoptosis in many tumor cells.

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

Explore NGS applications in which Collibri library prep kits are
advancing scientific understanding:
DNA

RNA

> Resequencing

> Biomarker discovery

> Population sequencing

> Genomic basis for phenotypic expression

> cfDNA or ctDNA liquid biopsy research

> Gene expression

> Infectious disease research

> Role of gene fusions or alternative
transcript isoforms in cancer research

/ Application / Resequencing

Resequencing
One of the most common sequencing applications, resequencing,

research project, for example, may sequence bone marrow and

involves the comparison of a specific sample genome against a

buccal swab (noncancerous) samples from the same person and

reference genome to identify variations. Increasingly, the reference

use the buccal sample as the genomic control. As the cost of

genome in cancer research and complex disease studies is

sequencing continues to decline, generating a unique reference

obtained by sequencing a part of the human research subject that

genome for each person in a research study—which can be used

is not affected by the condition of study. A bone marrow cancer

for tumor/normal comparisons—is becoming routine.

The choice of library prep technology is based on the goal of the research project. What is the goal of your project?

Best genomic coverage
(I want to see all bases in my sequencing data)

Maximal yield

Find out how Collibri DNA library prep kits improve accuracy of sequencing studies at thermofisher.com/collibriDNA

I’m not sure
(Help me choose)

/ Application / Population sequencing

Population sequencing
As the number of sequenced genomes increases, the

French Plan for Genomic Medicine 2025, developed by Inserm

ability to identify biomarkers for rare or emerging diseases

and its Aviesan partners, which aims to expand the use of

increases. National health centers are increasingly looking

whole-genome sequencing in clinical practice by sequencing

to large cohorts of genomes in order to realize the promise

60,000 genomes each year until 2025, in order to strengthen

of personalized medicine in the future. One example is the

personalized medicine [1].

The choice of library prep technology for population sequencing studies depends on the goal of the study. What is the goal or your project?

Best genomic coverage
(I want to see all bases in my sequencing data)

Visit thermofisher.com to learn more

Maximal yield

I’m not sure
(Help me choose)

1. Inserm. Thematic National Plans.

/ Application / cfDNA or ctDNA from liquid biopsy research samples

cfDNA or ctDNA from liquid
biopsy research samples
The use of liquid biopsies for research has become increasingly prevalent to investigate
potential biomarkers within genetic material from tumors circulating in peripheral blood.
Elevated levels of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) or circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in peripheral blood
are common with many cancers, due to the increased rate of apoptosis in many tumor cells. An
optimized protocol for sensitive variant detection or copy number variation (CNV) detection is
compatible with all Illumina™ NGS systems.

Library preparation method for cfDNA in cancer research
Researchers at the Central European Institute of Technology at Masaryk University in the
Czech Republic—in collaboration with the EMBL Genomics Core Facility in Heidelberg,
Germany—have recently developed a protocol for efficient cfDNA library preparation to
investigate hemato-oncological disorders, mainly chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).
Combining this method with whole-genome sequencing (WGS), they have been able to
observe genomic abnormalities that are specific to stages of disease, helping to guide their
further research. This application note highlights the approach used in one of their studies.

APPLICATION NOTE

Collibri PS DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems

Library preparation from circulating
cell-free DNA
Summary
• Circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is becoming an
increasingly important marker for assessing many
cancer types
• cfDNA extraction and library preparation for
next-generation sequencing (NGS) is challenging, as only
very limited quantities of material are present in blood
samples available for research, and the DNA is degraded
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ PS DNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina™ Systems enables efficient cfDNA library
generation for sequencing on Illumina systems, with a
few modifications to the standard protocol
Introduction
The use of liquid biopsies for research has become
increasingly prevalent to investigate potential biomarkers
within genetic material from tumors circulating in peripheral
blood. Elevated levels of cfDNA in peripheral blood are
common with many cancers, due to the increased rate of
apoptosis in many tumor cells.
Isolation of cfDNA and preparation of sequencing-ready
libraries from cfDNA present a number of technical
challenges. Despite cfDNA being elevated in some
oncology research samples, the concentration of material
available is still in the low ng/mL range [1]. Depending on

Download

Find out how to improve results when studying cfDNA at thermofisher.com/collibricfDNA

the sample type, there is also considerable variation in
the amount of cfDNA, and the difficulty of assessing this
prior to extraction complicates workflow standardization.
This issue is further compounded by the presence of
genomic DNA (gDNA) from white blood cells, which can
be present in plasma samples due to mechanical damage
caused during sample processing and storage. The goal
is therefore to recover the shorter, fragmented DNA while
leaving the larger gDNA molecules, enriching the cfDNA for
downstream analysis using NGS.
Another major challenge when preparing libraries from
cfDNA is the low quality of the input material. During
apoptosis, cleavage of DNA primarily occurs between
nucleosomes, resulting in fragments of roughly 170 bp
[2]. The DNA is then exposed, in peripheral circulation,
to conditions that can lead to further degradation. The
combination of low input material, gDNA contamination,
and intrinsic degradation makes efficient and reproducible
extraction of cfDNA essential to the performance of
liquid biopsy samples in oncology research.

/ Application / Infectious diesease research

APPLICATION NOTE

Collibri PS DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems

Library preparation from circulating
cell-free DNA

Infectious disease research

Summary
• Circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is becoming an
increasingly important marker for assessing many
cancer types
• cfDNA extraction and library preparation for
next-generation sequencing (NGS) is challenging, as only
very limited quantities of material are present in blood
samples available for research, and the DNA is degraded
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ PS DNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina™ Systems enables efficient cfDNA library
generation for sequencing on Illumina systems, with a
few modifications to the standard protocol
Introduction
The use of liquid biopsies for research has become
increasingly prevalent to investigate potential biomarkers
within genetic material from tumors circulating in peripheral
blood. Elevated levels of cfDNA in peripheral blood are
common with many cancers, due to the increased rate of
apoptosis in many tumor cells.

the sample type, there is also considerable variation in
the amount of cfDNA, and the difficulty of assessing this
prior to extraction complicates workflow standardization.
This issue is further compounded by the presence of
genomic DNA (gDNA) from white blood cells, which can
be present in plasma samples due to mechanical damage
caused during sample processing and storage. The goal
is therefore to recover the shorter, fragmented DNA while
leaving the larger gDNA molecules, enriching the cfDNA for
downstream analysis using NGS.
Another major challenge when preparing libraries from
cfDNA is the low quality of the input material. During
apoptosis, cleavage of DNA primarily occurs between
nucleosomes, resulting in fragments of roughly 170 bp
[2]. The DNA is then exposed, in peripheral circulation,
to conditions that can lead to further degradation. The
combination of low input material, gDNA contamination,
and intrinsic degradation makes efficient and reproducible
extraction of cfDNA essential to the performance of
liquid biopsy samples in oncology research.

Isolation of cfDNA and preparation of sequencing-ready
libraries from cfDNA present a number of technical
challenges. Despite cfDNA being elevated in some
oncology research samples, the concentration of material
available is still in the low ng/mL range [1]. Depending on

While the number of available full genomes produced by NGS

One option to improve the quality of sequences is to use library

can grow rapidly, data sets have historically faced challenges

preparation kits that are designed to handle a wide variety of

in the quality of the sequences. High-quality sequences are

sample qualities and genome sizes to produce consistent,

required to trace epidemics, monitor for potentially emerging

full-genome coverage. Compared to transposomic methods,

viruses within the population, develop potential antiviral

the Collibri DNA Library Prep Kits for Illumina Systems

therapies, identify targets for vaccine development, and

consistently provide full coverage of pathogen and host

The optimized

understand host–pathogen interactions.

genomes. The Collibri DNA kits are suitable for genomes of all

workflow to sequence

sizes and may be used to sequence both the pathogen and the

SARS-CoV-2 reduces

host to perform host–pathogen studies.

time and sequencing

Sequence SARS-CoV-2
and other viral genomes

costs while providing
flexibility to use

What is the goal of your study?

available reagents.
Generate high-quality
genomic coverage
from nasopharyngeal,
oropharyngeal, and
other diverse samples
to improve accuracy in
SARS-CoV-2 research
studies.

Investigate viral genomes

Study host–pathogen
interactions

Download a protocol optimized for SARS-CoV-2 samples at thermofisher.com/sarscov2-collibri
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/ Application / Investigate viral genomes

APPLICATION NOTE

Investigate viral
genomes

Collibri PS DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina Systems

Library preparation from circulating
cell-free DNA
Summary
• Circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is becoming an
increasingly important marker for assessing many
cancer types
• cfDNA extraction and library preparation for
next-generation sequencing (NGS) is challenging, as only
very limited quantities of material are present in blood
samples available for research, and the DNA is degraded
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ PS DNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina™ Systems enables efficient cfDNA library
generation for sequencing on Illumina systems, with a
few modifications to the standard protocol
Introduction
The use of liquid biopsies for research has become
increasingly prevalent to investigate potential biomarkers
within genetic material from tumors circulating in peripheral
blood. Elevated levels of cfDNA in peripheral blood are
common with many cancers, due to the increased rate of
apoptosis in many tumor cells.

the sample type, there is also considerable variation in
the amount of cfDNA, and the difficulty of assessing this
prior to extraction complicates workflow standardization.
This issue is further compounded by the presence of
genomic DNA (gDNA) from white blood cells, which can
be present in plasma samples due to mechanical damage
caused during sample processing and storage. The goal
is therefore to recover the shorter, fragmented DNA while
leaving the larger gDNA molecules, enriching the cfDNA for
downstream analysis using NGS.
Another major challenge when preparing libraries from
cfDNA is the low quality of the input material. During
apoptosis, cleavage of DNA primarily occurs between
nucleosomes, resulting in fragments of roughly 170 bp
[2]. The DNA is then exposed, in peripheral circulation,
to conditions that can lead to further degradation. The
combination of low input material, gDNA contamination,
and intrinsic degradation makes efficient and reproducible
extraction of cfDNA essential to the performance of
liquid biopsy samples in oncology research.

Isolation of cfDNA and preparation of sequencing-ready
libraries from cfDNA present a number of technical
challenges. Despite cfDNA being elevated in some
oncology research samples, the concentration of material
available is still in the low ng/mL range [1]. Depending on

While the number of available viral genomes produced by
NGS can grow rapidly, data sets have historically faced
challenges in the quality of the sequences. High-quality
sequences are required to trace epidemics, monitor for
potentially emerging viruses within the population, develop
potential antiviral therapies, identify targets for vaccine

Sequence SARS-CoV-2
and other viral genomes

development, and understand host–pathogen interactions.

The optimized

A recent example is the use of NGS to enable monitoring

workflow to sequence

of global transmission of SARS-CoV-2 to seek insights into

SARS-CoV-2 reduces

viral evolution and pathology. The hypothesis-free analysis

time and sequencing

of SARS-CoV-2 genomes provided by Collibri DNA Library

costs while providing

Prep Kits for Illumina Systems provides high coverage with

flexibility to use

sensitive variant detection. Faster, sensitive analysis of

available reagents.

emerging strains allows the research community to provide

Generate high-quality

insights for vaccine and therapeutic development.

genomic coverage

A workflow optimized for the study of coronaviruses, including
SARS-CoV-2, on Illumina NGS systems using Collibri ES DNA
Library Prep Kits enables sensitive variant detection from
genomic coverage from as few as 200,000 reads per sample.

from nasopharyngeal,
oropharyngeal, and
other diverse samples
to improve accuracy in
SARS-CoV-2 research
studies.

Show me how to begin
Download

View data and download a protocol optimized for SARS-CoV-2 samples at thermofisher.com/sarscov2-collibri

/ Application / Unlock host–pathogen interactions

Unlock host–pathogen interactions
NGS 3´ mRNA gene expression analysis is a powerful,
hypothesis-free tool to investigate why people respond in
various ways to a pathogen, and has been used to study the
impact of Zika virus infection. Gene expression profiles from
people who become gravely ill can be compared to gene
expression profiles from people who do not show symptoms
(i.e., carriers) when infected with the same virus. In this
approach, 3´ mRNA sequencing is used to rapidly compare
gene expression profiles of many samples using simplified
informatics. The method achieves simplicity and cost savings
by reducing the number of required NGS reads from 30–60
million to 2–5 million per sample. The reduction in required
reads provides flexibility in the choice of Illumina NGS systems
and location of sequencing.

Gene expression studies of viral infections
Rapid NGS gene expression

Dr. Nicholas Maness of

Gene expression profiles from the Collibri 3´ mRNA Library

profiling with reduced costs

Tulane University discusses

Prep Kits for Illumina Systems can be generated locally

in sequencing chemistry is

the pros and cons of 3´

without the need to send samples to a distant core facility,

demonstrated by a study

mRNA sequencing on

using pre-built informatics profiles from companies such as

that used peripheral blood

Illumina NGS systems,

Genialis, Inc.

mononuclear cells from

compared to whole-

pregnant macaques acutely

transcriptome sequencing,

infected with Zika virus.

for gene expression studies.

Show me how to begin

Find out more at thermofisher.com/collibri-viral-surveillance

Review case study

/ Application / Biomarker discovery

Biomarker discovery
As a proxy for protein production, RNA sequencing is
used to discover novel biomarkers through hypothesis-free
analysis of gene expression from research samples
The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kits for Illumina

Retention of both coding RNA and noncoding RNA makes it

Systems use a unique workflow in which helper adapters are

possible to obtain coding and regulatory insights from each sample.

added directly to RNA, making it possible to obtain all RNA

The choice of an RNA-Seq library prep kit that is appropriate for a

transcripts in the resulting data without GC bias.

specific research project depends on the sample type.

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina

Revealing the diverse functional roles of
noncoding RNA
Summary
• Many types of noncoding RNAs exist, such as ribosomal
RNA, transfer RNA, long noncoding RNA, and a variety
of microRNAs
• Noncoding RNAs can have important biological
functions in gene regulation and disease development,
yet the roles of the majority of noncoding RNAs remain
largely unknown
• Whole-transcriptome sequencing provides a
comprehensive analysis to identify and explore the
function of noncoding RNAs
Introduction
A total RNA sample is composed of multiple types of
transcripts, including coding and noncoding RNAs.
Messenger RNA (mRNA), the coding portion of total
RNA, accounts for only about 1–4% of the total RNA
population, and the remainder is generally considered to
be noncoding. Noncoding RNA (ncRNA) is defined as RNA
that is not translated into protein, and there are many types
of ncRNA with a variety of biological functions [1] (Figure 1).
These types include ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA
(tRNA), long ncRNA (lncRNA; transcripts longer than 200
nucleotides not translated into protein), and many smaller
ncRNAs such as microRNA (miRNA), small nuclear RNA
(snRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), piwi-interacting
RNA (piRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), and small
Cajal body–specific RNA (scaRNA). A DNA sequence

encoding an ncRNA is often called an “RNA gene”. The
relative amounts of the different types of ncRNAs vary
greatly among species and cell types. Most prevalent is
rRNA, which typically accounts for 80–95% of the total
RNA population. The remainder of ncRNAs are present
in much smaller amounts, and thus may require larger
samples or enrichment procedures in order to acquire
enough material to study. Currently, thousands of ncRNAs
have been identified, and it is thought that there are many
more yet to be discovered [1].
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Figure 1. Types of noncoding RNA and their respective locations
within a typical eukaryotic cell.

Why are regulatory
genes valuable for

What is the source of your sample?

gaining insights into
cancer, infectious
diseases, and other
biological processes?
Learn about the diverse
functional roles of
noncoding RNA and
how they may influence
human health.

Human, mouse, or rat

Plant or bacteria
Download

View data sets and find out more at thermofisher.com/collibriWTrna

/ Application / Genomic basis for phenotypic expression

Genomic basis for phenotypic expression
As genomic knowledge increases, it has become
evident that the interaction among genes in response
to environmental stimuli is a complex process

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina

Revealing the diverse functional roles of
noncoding RNA
Summary
• Many types of noncoding RNAs exist, such as ribosomal
RNA, transfer RNA, long noncoding RNA, and a variety
of microRNAs
• Noncoding RNAs can have important biological
functions in gene regulation and disease development,
yet the roles of the majority of noncoding RNAs remain
largely unknown
• Whole-transcriptome sequencing provides a
comprehensive analysis to identify and explore the
function of noncoding RNAs

Stimuli can range from changes in exercise patterns to air pollution

are added directly to RNA, making it possible to obtain all RNA

or stress. Coding and noncoding sequences interact to change the

transcripts in the resulting data without GC bias. Retention of both

level and timing of gene expression, making whole-transcriptome

coding and noncoding RNA makes it possible to obtain coding and

sequencing an effective tool for investigating changes in phenotypic

regulatory insights from each sample. The choice of an RNA-Seq

expression. The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kits for

library prep kit that is appropriate for a specific research project

Illumina Systems use a unique workflow in which helper adapters

depends on the sample type.

Introduction
A total RNA sample is composed of multiple types of
transcripts, including coding and noncoding RNAs.
Messenger RNA (mRNA), the coding portion of total
RNA, accounts for only about 1–4% of the total RNA
population, and the remainder is generally considered to
be noncoding. Noncoding RNA (ncRNA) is defined as RNA
that is not translated into protein, and there are many types
of ncRNA with a variety of biological functions [1] (Figure 1).
These types include ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA
(tRNA), long ncRNA (lncRNA; transcripts longer than 200
nucleotides not translated into protein), and many smaller
ncRNAs such as microRNA (miRNA), small nuclear RNA
(snRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), piwi-interacting
RNA (piRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), and small
Cajal body–specific RNA (scaRNA). A DNA sequence

encoding an ncRNA is often called an “RNA gene”. The
relative amounts of the different types of ncRNAs vary
greatly among species and cell types. Most prevalent is
rRNA, which typically accounts for 80–95% of the total
RNA population. The remainder of ncRNAs are present
in much smaller amounts, and thus may require larger
samples or enrichment procedures in order to acquire
enough material to study. Currently, thousands of ncRNAs
have been identified, and it is thought that there are many
more yet to be discovered [1].
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Figure 1. Types of noncoding RNA and their respective locations
within a typical eukaryotic cell.

Why are regulatory
genes valuable for
gaining insights into

What is the source of your sample?

cancer, infectious
diseases, and other
biological processes?
Learn about the diverse
functional roles of
noncoding RNA and
how they may influence
human health.

Human, mouse, or rat

View data sets and find out more at thermofisher.com/collibriWTrna

Plant or bacteria
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/ Application / Gene expression

Gene expression
What is the goal of your project?

A steady cadence of
insights into human health
has been achieved by
scientific consortia that
study gene expression.

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit

How strandedness is maintained during
library preparation
Summary
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina produces libraries that are >98% stranded
• The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit increases
confidence in genetic allele assignment due to the high
fidelity of strand-specific results
Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data are growing in
importance for the understanding of disease onset and
progression. Over the past several years, RNA-Seq has
become the preferred method for better understanding
the dynamic nature of gene expression and gene profiling.
The abilities to detect which strand of the genome is
encoding the gene transcript and to differentiate between
two distinct alleles encoded on opposite strands of the
genome are highly valuable. Stranded RNA-Seq has been
shown to more accurately quantify the expression levels
of thousands of genes than other metods [1]; very few

methods can match the ability of RNA-Seq to provide
a detailed and quantitative view of strand specificity,
alternative gene splicing, and gene fusions.
Even though RNA-Seq has become ubiquitous in the
study of the molecular basis for disease, the process
remains challenging. The general workflow for preparing
an RNA sample for sequencing depends on the goal
of the experiment. Two primary methods, based on (1)
whole-transcriptome RNA and (2) messenger RNA (mRNA)
present in the sample at the time of collection, have
emerged. RNA is harvested from samples such as tissue,
cell culture, or blood under the appropriate experimental
conditions and depleted of abundant sequences such as
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) if whole-transcriptome RNA-Seq
is required. If selection of mRNA is desired, then poly(A)
mRNA is selected using oligo(dT) enrichment. Following
depletion or selection, the resulting RNA is converted into a
sequencing library (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Collibri protocol generates libraries directly from RNA, rather than from cDNA,
for a more accurate representation of sample complexity.

Two large international projects in particular—the ENCODE

How is strandedness

Project and the GTEx Consortium—have offered new

maintained during this

information on regulatory sequences in the genome and their

unique workflow?

impact on gene expression. NGS techniques to investigate

Learn how helper

gene expression have expanded to provide tailored solutions

adapters become

to projects based on their investigation of coding sequences,
noncoding sequences, or changes in gene expression in
response to stimuli.

Analysis of gene
expression, gene
fusions, or
transcript isoforms

full-length indexed
adapters during library
generation.

Download

Find out more at thermofisher.com/collibriRNA

/ Application / Role of gene fusions or alternative transcript isoforms in cancer research

Role of gene fusions or alternative
transcript isoforms in cancer research

TECHNICAL NOTE

Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit

How strandedness is maintained during
library preparation
Summary
• The Invitrogen™ Collibri™ Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit
for Illumina produces libraries that are >98% stranded
• The Collibri Stranded RNA Library Prep Kit increases
confidence in genetic allele assignment due to the high
fidelity of strand-specific results

Fusion genes are a
class of oncogenes of
interest for diagnostic
and therapeutic cancer
research due to their
tumor-specific expression

Fusion genes have been identified in cancers ranging from

Introduction
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data are growing in
importance for the understanding of disease onset and
progression. Over the past several years, RNA-Seq has
become the preferred method for better understanding
the dynamic nature of gene expression and gene profiling.
The abilities to detect which strand of the genome is
encoding the gene transcript and to differentiate between
two distinct alleles encoded on opposite strands of the
genome are highly valuable. Stranded RNA-Seq has been
shown to more accurately quantify the expression levels
of thousands of genes than other metods [1]; very few

methods can match the ability of RNA-Seq to provide
a detailed and quantitative view of strand specificity,
alternative gene splicing, and gene fusions.
Even though RNA-Seq has become ubiquitous in the
study of the molecular basis for disease, the process
remains challenging. The general workflow for preparing
an RNA sample for sequencing depends on the goal
of the experiment. Two primary methods, based on (1)
whole-transcriptome RNA and (2) messenger RNA (mRNA)
present in the sample at the time of collection, have
emerged. RNA is harvested from samples such as tissue,
cell culture, or blood under the appropriate experimental
conditions and depleted of abundant sequences such as
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) if whole-transcriptome RNA-Seq
is required. If selection of mRNA is desired, then poly(A)
mRNA is selected using oligo(dT) enrichment. Following
depletion or selection, the resulting RNA is converted into a
sequencing library (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Collibri protocol generates libraries directly from RNA, rather than from cDNA,
for a more accurate representation of sample complexity.

(transcript switching) are an emerging focus of study within
cancer research and therapeutics. Investigation of gene
fusions or alternative transcript isoforms can be performed
in hypothesis-free discovery research projects that do not
require prior knowledge. The Collibri Stranded RNA Library
Prep Kits for Illumina Systems provide sensitive detection of
gene fusions and alternative transcript isoforms through library
preparation that is not influenced by GC bias.

Discovery of alternative
transcript isoforms
requires knowledge
of which strand
the transcript was
expressed from.
How is strandedness
maintained during this
unique workflow?
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How to enable the links in this guide
Most people will be using Adobe Acrobat or Acrobat Reader to view this
guide. To allow PDF files to access all websites, follow these instructions:
1.

Open the Preferences dialog box in Acrobat or Acrobat Reader.
In Windows: Click the Edit menu and then choose Preferences.
In macOS: Click Acrobat or Acrobat Reader and then choose Preferences.

2.

In the Preferences dialog box, select Trust Manager in the Categories on the left and then click Change Settings.

3.

The Manage Internet Access dialog box is displayed.

4.

In the Manager Internet Access dialog box, select Allow PDF Files To Access All Web Sites. Click OK to apply
the changes.

5.

Close the Preferences dialog box by clicking OK.

If you are using software other than Adobe Acrobat or Acrobat Reader, please refer to the support/help guide associated
with that software.
If you are using a company machine and are unable to modify your security settings on your computer, we recommend
you contact your IT administrator or team.
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